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The information provided to you in this document and any associated presentation should at all times be
considered general information about Cryptos OTC. 

 
Under no circumstances should this be considered as any type of solicitation, investment or financial advice.

 
Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

 
Before deciding to invest in Cryptos OTC you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of

experience and risk appetite.
 

You need to evaluate the risks inherent to participating on your own behalf. 
 

We suggest you seek the advice of a suitably qualified professional who can help you to take the relevant
decisions after evaluating your personal and financial situation. Your continued reading of this document

indicates your acceptance of the above terms.
 

RISK DISCLAIMER FOR CRYPTOS OTC



Historically reserved for the high rollers and hedge funds, COTPS have
adapted their previous platform known as Cryptos OTC to COTPS and made
it accessible to the mum and dad investor. 

COTP exchange is providing intelligent high-frequency transaction services
to users all over the world. In the high-frequency transaction mode of COTP ,
no matter whether the market is bull market or bear market, whether there
are large market fluctuations or stable market, as long as there is a matching
transaction, there must be a price difference, so that the small interest
difference between purchase and sale orders in milliseconds will be collected
and processed by the high-frequency technology, ensuring the stable
revenue for customers by its fast processing all day long.

As a model focusing on currency transaction and high-frequency transaction,
COTP exchange has been deeply developing the high-frequency transaction
of digital currency, it has built the first high-frequency transaction digital
exchange in the world, and created a new wealth space for both users and
investors in the globe. The core of COTP high-frequency transaction is to
complete thousands of purchasing and selling transactions at a microsecond
speed before the buyer and the seller carry out transactions. For individuals
or institutions who want to obtain high benefits in the digital currency
transaction market through high-frequency transaction, COTP high-
frequency transaction mode is an example that can referred to.

WELCOME

Read more: https://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/based-on-high-frequency-transactions-cotp-exchange-leads-the-reform-of-high-
frequency-transaction-mode?fbclid=IwAR3o0VyBOs7kbNoYXyIJxIMJoDKRrItULkxjfkT423SSCkn3NNsWXzQGzco#ixzz7Nerplv00

https://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/based-on-high-frequency-transactions-cotp-exchange-leads-the-reform-of-high-frequency-transaction-mode?fbclid=IwAR3o0VyBOs7kbNoYXyIJxIMJoDKRrItULkxjfkT423SSCkn3NNsWXzQGzco#ixzz7Nerplv00


Based on high-frequency transactions, COTP exchange leads the reform of
high-frequency transaction mode

PLATFORMOur

24/7
The Crypto market operates 24

hours a day, 7 days a week, giving
more trading opportunities.

LOW ENTRY

You can begin trading with as little
as $50 USDT.

HIGH FREQUENCY

The COTPS platform give us
opportunities to place orders 

every 2 hours.

FAST WITHDRAW

Your cash into your digital wallet
within minutes.

ORDER MATCHING

Our AI scans the market and
matches you with the best orders in

the market.

SELL HIGH, BUY LOW

When you accept the sell offer you
are securing a lower buy back price.



COTP is a blockchain OTC and cryptocurrency exchange
platform. 

We are committed to improving the liquidity of blockchain
assets and allowing more people to enter the blockchain
industry. 

We provide users with a more free and safer trading
environment, use AI intelligent algorithms to match users
with the best orders, and continue to bring you benefits. 

We focus on building an efficient cryptocurrency
exchange platform, and establish cooperation with 3000+
OTC traders around the world. 

It is currently the world's largest OTC exchange.

COTPS Company Profile



Our encrypted transaction system uses a secured
transaction mechanism, combined with unique
point-to-point transmission technology, real-time
clearing engine, smart digital wallet, extremely high
network security system, cross-exchange optimal
price exchange engine and other blockchain
technologies. The AI intelligent algorithm is used to
automatically allocate the best order for you. You
can automatically complete all operations such as
digital currency delivery and two-way acceptance
by simply operating authorization. The platform
guarantees the transaction for you to ensure the
safety of your funds. The real-time clearing engine
system will complete all settlements within a few
hours, and automatically settle your income and
principal to your account.

TECHNOLOGY



When it comes to any risks of cryptocurrency
trading through an exchange, COTP ensures
the highest form of security. We also provide
instant customer service support for any
problems that users have during transactions.

SERVICE

Our platform uses KYC ID verification to verify
user identity. This verification is done by Jumio
Netverify technology to reduce the possibility of
fraud and money laundering. It is similar to
those used by global cryptocurrency exchange
platforms such as bittrex, local bitcoins and
cryptopay. 
COTP does not store user information received
from Jumnio in order to comply with data
confidentiality. The system is responsible for
automatically verifying identity.

KYC



We worked with top development consultants
to create a structured wallet that allows
individuals to store their assets in hot, warm,
and cold wallets at the same time. This not only
improves the security of your funds, but also
creates liquidity for transaction efficiency.

WALLET

COTP has established its influence by using
software to allow customer service
representatives to respond to queries within 5-
15 minutes. Its goal is to solve any problems
encountered by customers within 24 hours.
Ordinary exchanges often respond within 3-5
working days.

INSTANT 
CUSTOMER SERVICE



The US MSB (Money Services Business) license
is a financial license supervised and issued by
FinCEN (the Financial Crime Enforcement
Bureau, an agency under the U.S. Department
of the Treasury).

It is a license for businesses and companies
engaging in financial services.

Companies engaged in related businesses
must apply for an MSB license in order to
legally engage in digital asset management
and transactions.

U.S Digital Asset
Regulatory license -  MSB



MSB Registration Number : 31000200921695

Registration Type : Initial Registration

Legal Name : Cryptos OTC Trading Platform Ltd.

MSB Activities : Dealer in foreign exchange,

Money transmitter

Search link :https://www.fincen.gov/msb-registrant-search

U.S Digital Asset
Regulatory license -  MSB
REGISTRATION INFORMATION



01.
Your USDT

You have YOUR USDT on the
platform.

02.
Get Matched

Our system scans the market
for a high priced order who best

matches your account.

04.
2 hours

In approx 2 hours time your
funds will return to you,

including your profit.

03.
Sell High, Buy Low
You sell your USDT over market
value and buy it back at market

value.

This is what the cycle looks like...

PROCESSOur



Get Started Today!
Go back to the person who sent you this document

and ask how you can get started. Only ever use
links shared to you by a trusted friend,

Start
Today

I N T E R E S T E D ?



Frequently Asked Questions

What is digital currency?

Digital currency is an alternative currency in the form of electronic money. Also

known as cryptocurrency. In theory, bureaucratic approval is avoided. For example,

Bitcoin, Litecoin and USDT rely on checksum cryptography to create, issue and

circulate electronic money. It is characterized by the use of P2P peer-to-peer

network technology to issue and manage currency in circulation.

What is OTC?

OTC is the abbreviation of Over-the-Counter. To put it more simply, the service provided

by OTC is similar to the cryptocurrency eBay.

Using the COTPS platform, individuals from different countries can directly complete

cryptocurrency transactions. Buyers can choose suitable sellers to complete transactions

directly online according to their needs. As a supervisor between traders, COTPS uses

strict KYC procedures and a fair scoring system to ensure a safe and convenient trading

environment.

Why use USDT as a payment currency?

USDT is a decentralized digital currency linked to the U.S. dollar. USDT strictly

abides by the 1:1 reserve guarantee, that is, every USDT is endorsed by one U.S.

dollar fund, so it creates the stability of USDT relative to other digital currencies,

and it has also become a digital currency. Anchor currency.

Do I need to know how to trade?

No, the benefit of this AI System is that it is scanning for the transactions and

creating the best order for you. 

What profit can I expect?

Results can vary however  in a typical cycle (every 2 hours) our users see approximately

0.3% profit.

Can I automate the button pushing?

Some users have created their own automation systems. Speak to whoever shared this

document with you and ask if they're linked up with automation. These systems aren't

affiliated with COTP, they are third party agreements..


